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Currently:
Online. Why would 
you go anywhere/ do 
anything  else? 



The tech brands might disagree…



A long, relatively narrow space in which a range of digital experiences 
are on display & which uses Google’s tech to enhance the 

environment. The NYC head office is just around the corner.  



Google, NYC
This is a shop, but it 
doesn’t really feel like one

More like a contemporary 
library or the study area in 
a fashionable university

There is no pressure to 
buy 



Whole Foods Market
Washington D.C.

Whole Foods Market, Washington D.C. 
A true hybrid with the option to pay at 
manned and unmanned checkouts or 
alternatively to take advantage of Amazon’s 
‘just walk out’ tech

This is probably the way forward as not 
everybody wants to play with apps before 
entering a store… 





Glossier,
Design District
Miami

A touch-down point for an 
online brand – but profitable in 
its own right. This is not a 
marketing exercise



Tech v good-looking everyday





Stock clearance in the city centre



Physical stores 

Most of the tech giants are opting to have stores…and they may not even 
appear to be that tech-led

There is much about a tangible shop that still can’t be replicated online

There is also the matter of the physical ‘experience’

Why bother? Shopping should be entertainment with near-instant 
gratification 

Shoppers want/need shops that are shops, not tech repositories 



Experience



What do we mean by ‘experience’ 

The term is used loosely, but in practice it tends to mean everyday 
retailing best practice done better

Fewer shops, but better. As store units stand empty and online 
shopping exerts its pull, the need for better has never been greater

In consumer electronics, all too frequently this is translated as more 
and a bigger offer.   



Why would you shop here? 

Coolblue
Duesseldorf
Opened, November 2021



Space? 



A non-pressurised environment? 



Relaxation



Everything for a smile (and when do you get that online?)



Ease?



Whole Foods Market
Washington D.C.

A true hybrid with the option to pay at 
manned and unmanned checkouts or 
alternatively to take advantage of Amazon’s 
‘just walk out’ tech

This is probably the way forward as not 
everybody wants to play with apps before 
entering a store… 

Could this work in a consumer 
electronics store? 

Unit prices too high? 

Security?

Cost of installation?



Self-checkouts don’t have to be solely functional 
(H&M Manchester & Bershka, Udine) 



Automating Experience – Lush, King’s X, 
London



Robomart, West Hollywood, LA

Uber comes to retail. The store you can hail and it arrives in 10 
mins. Different vans for different shopping missions. Pharmacy, 
convenience etc - driverless



Environment? 



A flagship store, but also a moneymaker





Obi – Machbar, Koёln



There are broad parallels between DIY retail 
and consumer electronics  

Obi Machbar

• Sustainable
• Engaging
• Small format/new locations
• City centre
• Different from a traditional ‘hardware’ store
• A true experience 
• Simple marketing 



If the experience is right, the 
sales will follow
A bookstore?



Zhongshuge, Shenzhen



So do we need (physical) shops? 

• Almost certainly
• But they need to offer difference from online retail
• Fewer, but better – the consumer will win
• Consumer electronics retailers need to look beyond the boundaries of 

their own sector  
• In-store tech should be part of the experience, but it cannot be the 

experience 
• ‘Shopping’ remains a physical activity and it should be about a lot 

more than breadth of range



Thanks for listening 

John Ryan 
Newstores
+44 7710 429926
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